In this paper, we describe a system that divides example sentences (data set) into clusters, based on the meaning of the target word, using a semi-supervised clustering technique. In this task, the estimation of the cluster number (the number of the meaning) is critical. Our system primarily concentrates on this aspect. First, a user assigns the system an initial cluster number for the target word. The system then performs general clustering on the data set to obtain small clusters. Next, using constraints given by the user, the system integrates these clusters to obtain the final clustering result. Our system performs this entire procedure with high precision and requiring only a few constraints. In the experiment, we tested the system for 12 Japanese nouns used in the SENSEVAL2 Japanese dictionary task. The experiment proved the effectiveness of our system. In the future, we will improve sentence similarity measurements.
Introduction
We perform the task of collecting example sentences from a corpus, based on the meaning of the target word. It is simple to extract example sentences that include the target word. The hurdle is to divide these sentences into clusters based on the meaning of the target word. This paper describes our system, which efficiently overcomes this hurdle. Example sentences that are clustered based on the meaning of the target word, are useful for full-scale semantic analysis. For example, we can design a classifier to solve word sense disambiguation, using example sentences as training data during inductive learning (Masaki Murata and Masao Utiyama and Kiyotaka Uchimoto and Qing Ma and Hitoshi Isahara, 2001 ). We can easily construct the case slot of a verb (Philip, 1992) using example sentences clustered based on the meaning of the verb. A thesaurus can easily be designed (Hindle, 1990 ) using example sentences clustered based on the meaning of a noun. Clustering of example sentences based on the meaning of a target word can be performed by distinguishing between the different senses of in an example sentence. In other words, this task is termed as word sense disambiguation. This task may be performed using a (semi-) supervised learning approach. However, this approach is not practical for two problems. The first problem is the cost of constructing the training data. Supervised learning requires a large amount of training data. If there are many target words, it is impossible to construct training data corresponding to each word. The second problem is the definition of the senses of a target word. When using a (semi-) supervised learning approach, it is necessary to define the senses of the target word in advance. It is difficult to maintain a uniform sense granularity, and a minor sense may easily be overlooked. For this task, unsupervised learning, i.e., clustering, is available. However, several clustering methods, such as k-means, require the number of clusters, i.e., the number of meanings of the target word. These methods cannot be used for our task. Some clustering methods can estimate the number of clusters; however, this estimation is essentially impossible because it fixes the sense granularity, which depends on the target word. Therefore, we use a semi-supervised clustering approach for this task. In this approach, a constraint on a pair of data, set by the user, is used for clustering (Cohn et al., 2003) (Bilenko et al., 2004) (Klein et al., 2002) . The system selects some pairs from the data set, and offers them to a user. The user enters the pair's constraint (must-link or cannot-link) into the system. Must-link indicates that the two data items must belong to the same cluster, while cannot-link indicates that they cannot belong to the same cluster. The cost to provide such constraints is lower than that of the cost to assign a class label to each data.
Division of example sentences by
semi-supervised clustering 2.1. Algorithm Figure 1 shows our system algorithm.
First, the user enters a target word Û, and the rough number of meanings of Û 1 . The system then collects the sentences, including Û, from a corpus. The set of these sentences is the data set . Next, the system divides into clusters with a general clustering tool.
The set in Figure 1 is the final clustering result, i.e., a set of clusters. The system first sets ½ , then sequentially picks up from , and evaluates whether the must be added into , or merged into a cluster in . This is based on the user feedback. The system shows the central sentence of and the central sentence of a cluster of in to the user. The user judges whether the meanings of the target words Û in each sentence are identical. If they are identical, the user enters "must-link," and is merged into the cluster. If not ("cannot-link"), the procedure is repeated for the next cluster of . If the user judgments are "not identical" for every central sentence of , the is added into . Note that the central sentence does not change on merging the two clusters, i.e., one central sentence is chosen and then continuously used. Therefore, the system output is unique, and the maximum number of user judgments is ´ ½µ ¾. The number of clusters is given by the user. Then, the system selects a typical sentence from each cluster ( Figure 5 ). 
Similarity between sentences
A measure of the similarity of the sentences is essential in our system. The system converts a sentence into a feature list. Using this feature list, the system measures similarities between sentences. Our system uses the following features used in the paper (Shinnou and Sasaki, 2003) . Suppose the target word is Û Û , which is the -th word in the sentence. e1: the word Û ½ e2: the word Û ·½ e3: two content words in front of Û e4: two content words behind Û e5: thesaurus ID number of e3 and e4
For example, let's consider the following sentence 2 in which the target word is 'kiroku( )' 3 .
kako/saikou/wo/kiroku/suru/ta/.
The system generates the following feature list from the above example sentence.
{ e1=wo, e2=suru, e3=saikou, e3=kako, e4=suru, e4=., e5=3192, e5=31920, e5=1164, e5=11642 }
Because of space limitations, we sketch out the similarity measurement × Ñ´ µ between two feature lists, and .
The × Ñ´ µ is the sum of three kinds of similarities.
sim(A,B) = 1/3 * { (Similarity of the feature e1) + (Similarity of the feature e2) + (Similarity of the feature e3,e4 and e5)}
The similarity is 1 if the feature has the same value, and 0 if it does not. In addition, the similarity is adjusted using some ad-hoc rules.
Central sentence of cluster
We define the central sentence Ü of cluster Ü ½ Ü ¾ ¡ ¡ ¡ Ü Ò as follows:
This indicates that the average of the similarities between Ü and sentences in is the largest.
Experiment
We tested our system for 12 nouns (shown in Table 1 ) used in the SENSEVAL2 Japanese dictionary task (Shirai, 2003) . The data set was constructed from the training and test data provided by SENSEVAL2. It gives 50 nouns, from which we picked only the words that produced 300 or more example sentences were picked. This procedure gave 12 nouns, which were then set as target words. First, the user must enter the initial cluster number to the system by overestimating the number of possible meanings of the target word. In this experiment, the number was fixed at 20. The system then converts a sentence into a feature list, and constructs the similarity matrix using the similarity measure, × Ñ´ µ. To perform clustering for the similarity matrix, we used the clustering tool kit CLUTO. We performed clustering using CLUTO with the cluster number set to 20, and without any optional parameters 4 . Next, through the user feedback described in the previous section, the system generates the final clustering result from the above 20 clusters. Table 2 shows the result. The "# of clusters" in Table 2 lists the number of clusters generated by our system. The number in parentheses is the true number given by SENSEVAL2 using a dictionary. The "# of constraints" lists the number of constraints entered by the user. The "semi-supervised" shows the system accuracy, and "un-supervised" shows only the clustering accuracy. Table 2 shows that the performance using the semisupervised approach is better than when using the unsupervised, and the number of constraints is small. Therefore, the system is efficient.
Discussion

Initial number of clusters
In our system, the user must provide the initial number of clusters for the target word; while in the experiment, the number was fixed at 20. We varied the number of clusters from 10 to 100, in steps of 5. The result is shown in Figure 8 . In Figure 8 , the xaxis is the initial number of clusters entered by the user, the y-axis in the upper figure of Figure 8 is the average of 12 accuracies, and the y-axis in the lower portion of Figure 8 is the average number of constraints entered by the user. It can be concluded, that the accuracy is higher when the number of initial clusters is large. However, a large number of clusters requires more constraints. The initial number of clusters depends on the target word. If the target word is estimated to have many meanings, the initial number should be large. If not, we should set the initial number small. One of the advantages of our system is that the initial number of clusters is not fixed, and is instead entered by the user. Accuracy primarily depends on the measurement of similarity. We plan to develop methods to further improve the accuracy of these measurements. We will need to construct a thesaurus for this task..
Similarity measurement
Precsion of our system depends on similarity measurement between example sentences. Our defined similarity measure is ad-hoc, so is needed to be improved. At the present, our system handles only noun words. For verb words, we must use case slots and syntactic information to measure similarity. To measure similarity, use of a thesaurus is essential. We use Bunrui-goi-hyou 5 as the thesaurus. We can improve similarity measurement by using more powerful thesaurus. Improvement of similarity measurement is our future work. To do it, we must construct the thesaurus suitable for our task.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have described a system that divides example sentences based on the meaning of the target word. In this task, the estimation of the number of possible meanings is essential. Therefore, our system uses semi-supervised clustering. First, a data set is divided into many small clusters by using an initial clusters number entered by the user. Next, the system merges these clusters by asking the user for feedback. An experiment using 12 nouns demonstrated the high accuracy of our system, using a small number of constraints given by the user. In the future, we will improve the accuracy of the similarity measurements to obtain more accurate clustering results.
